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Abstract

The effect of substrate thickness and relative permittivity on the

radiation properties of printed circuit dipoles (PCD's) Is investigated.

A trade-off between substrate thickness and resonant input resistance,

bandwidth and radiation efficiency is presented for a PTFE glass random

fiber substrate. If is found that for a fixed substrate thickness B,

the resonant length and directivity decrease with increasing relative

dielectric constant The E-plane normalized power pattern is alsotr

examined as a function of Cr and B. It is shown that even for very

thin substrates, multiple beam radiation can result for certain values

of er by the excitation of surface waves. Multiple beam patterns can

also be obtained with increasing B for a given c . In fact, as B

increases it is determined that the resonant length, bandwidth and

resonant resistance approach the apparent value of a PCD on a

dielectric half space.
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Introduction.

Printed circuit dipoles (PCDs) have been successfully employed

in conformal arrays [1] - [3]. Recently, Elliott and Stern [41 and

Stern and Elliott [5] demonstrated a design procedure for the con-

struction of small arrays consisting of electromagnetically coupled

microstrip dipoles. Implicit in their approach is the accurate

knowledge of mutual coupling and array element optimization. In the

aforementioned applications the dipoles were printed on very thin

substrates (compared to free space wavelength). In the millimeter

and submillimeter frequency range PCOs have been utilized in detector

and imaging arrays with several wavelength thick substrates (see

Rutledge et al. [6) - [8]). The performance characteristics of

PCDs depend in a very crucial way on the substrate thickness B and

substrate relative dielectric constant Cre This is due to the fact

that er and B control the amount of energy coupled into surface wave

modes guided by the substrate [9] - (12]. Consequently, the radiation

efficiency, (i.e., the ratio of energy radiated by the antenna into

free space to that coupled in the substrate), input impedance, radi-

ation pattern and bandwidth need to be investigated as functions of

Cr and B.

In this paper, a trade-off study of er and B on the PCO pro-

perties is carried out. As a specific example of substrate thickness

effect on antenna properties a PTFE glass random fiber substrate

material is considered with Cr a 2.35. The results presented herein

are based on refined analytical and numerical extentions of the

information on printed dipoles contained in [9] - [11].
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I. Analytical Formulation.

A precise understanding of the effect of substrate thickness

and relative permittivity on the characteristics of printed circuit

dipoles requires the development of integral equation solutions for

the antenna current distribution. The integral equation for the

PCD is given in its general form by (see figure 1)

L 02E(x.y.z) uf L k2 T + vvj • 1(i/?) " (')dr (1)

where L is the length of the dipole, T is the unit dyadic T-

i + 99+ .ff, is the unknown current density distribution and

(TIr') is the dyadic Green's function [91 - (101 for the problem

of interest. For the case of a PCD oriented along the R-direction

and with h - 0 (121 equation (1) simplifies to

E 6 x G+ -G) jldxl (2)

where [101, [12]

a. -" U 01 (-r) o (s l(t.B) (s hu) uxdxlf-nhu) (3)

GXjj=a 1 r fi0 X#B) A,~
0 0

G j~tj0 f j(XP)/sinh~uB)N /cosh(u8) uXA 4

r0

fl (k,e) - uo sinh(uB) + ucosh(uS) (5)

f2(A,) -¢r o cosh(uB) + usnh(uB) (6)

o -[(x-x, l* 1~.2] (7)2 ( 2] 
()1• 3



and

o  [22]I /2 , u [ 2k. 2  (8)

The zeros of f1(x,B), f2(x,e) in the denominator of equations (4),

(5) for ko< x < k correspond to THI, TE surface wave modes (91 - (121

respectively with a TH mode having zero cut-off. The number of

excited surface wave modes depends on the substrate thickness 8

and relative dielectric constant tr* By employing the method of

moments [13] with a basis set of overlapping piecewise-simusoidal

currents the integral equation as given by equation (2) can be

discretized into a matrix form [VI - [ZI [] where the elements of

[Z] can be written as

ZkJ dx dx

xl+iv

In equation (9) 1x -aL/N where N is the total number of subsections

the dipole is divided in. By inversion the current distributions

can be obtined for arbitrary parameters tr' B and L for center-fed
in (radius- l0"4 ) dipoles.
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Computation of the matrix elements Z i nvolves integration of

Soumerfeld type of integrals along the real x-axis [91, [10] for

which efficient routines have been written [12].

1II. Effect of Substrate Permittivity Variation

The relative permittivity is varied for a fixed substrate

thickness of B - 0.1016AO. For values of cr up to er a 45 and

for the chosen B there are three surface wave modes that can be

excited. The antenna resonant length Lr is shown in figure 2 as

a function of Cr. As more energy is coupled into guided waves

inside the substrate the resonant length decreases with a cusp

discontinuity exhibited at every value of er where the onset of

the next surface wave mode occurs. Figure 2 implies that the

radiation efficiency of the PCD decreases with increasing cr.

The dependence of the input impedance Z1n on Cr is demonstrated

in figures 3 - 5, where Zin is plotted vs. antenna length L for

Cr 2 2, 10, 35 respectively and for B- 0.1016 0 . As er increases

the following effects can be observed: (a) The value of the total

input resistance R decreases. (b) The reactance becomes in-

*creasingly capacitive with a reduced number of resonances.

IV. Substrate Thickness Variation.

A PTFE glass random fiber substrate is selected with

C a 2.35 to analyze the effect of increasing B. The variationr
of PCO resonant length vs. B is demonstrated in figure 6 where-

from it is concluded that as B --.-, Lr-+0.375ko which is

anticipated to be the resonant length of a wire dipole of radius

' .. . .



10"a 0 on a dielectric half-space with cr " 2.35. Figure 7

demonstrates the dependence of PCD resonant resistance on B.

It is worth mentioning that for B - 1.2ko there exist 6 excited

modes in the substrate. As B -k -, Rr-+ So ohms. Figure 8 shows

the radiation efficiency q . -rr where Rr - Rrr + Rrs, Rrr being
Rrs,

the radiation resonant resistance and Rrs the surface wave reso-

nant resistance respectively. The bandwidth of the PCO Is

exhibited in figure 9 vs. B. The bandwidth has been defined

here as

BW ~2Rr10

These curves provide a trade-off analysis for a PCD as e.g. if

we wish to choose a maximum radiation efficiency dipole with

n 3 4 at 8 - 0.2xo, then the resonant length is Lr 0.36934S o,

Rr a 90 ohms and SW a 18%. The corresponding r-plane nor-

malized radiation pattern is shown in figure 10, where it is

observed that the half-power beamwidth Is approximately 70

degrees. On the other hand if an input R. 50 ohms is desired

then B -0.12Xo, OW 8% and n -2.8.
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V. Radiation Pattern

It is of interest to investigate now the dependence of the far-

field pattern on substrate properties. The far-zone electromagnetic

field can be obtained bya saddle-point method and the electric field

components are given by

Ee  2k;n" (11)

and

E -2k2 ]1 (12)

where

"jk0 R (costko0Sinecos,.- cos(kotx,

.o- O(F_ N e Jo in tcos

[ * e (rBse) + (Cr" 1)siney(er.B'e)] I n

(13)

e-jk 0 R (cos[k°Lxs'necos#]- cOs(kOix)
*10 a J00 I- sin k0sin(kox[1 - sin 2 ecos2

N ink 1oxsinecos(*(tr.B'e) n-I I e '(14)

#(t r ,Be)a o.. 1 1 (15)
T 1 o r - sn I n

case-___ cot(k sin )

and
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j ( - j cn :t(k Cr- sn 2e 8)

(16)

Er cose tan(kov r
7 sine B)

or

(C rB,e)= taneo(c rB e) A(c rB e) (17)

with

1

A(rgBse) - (1a)
i % +J r'sin e r '

Cr + j cose tan(ko/ " s nze B)

An investigation of the expressions given for the far-zone electric

field indicates that the effect of the substrate properties on the

radiation pattern is controlled by the factors o(er.Be) andrr
A(c .B,e). Furthermore, it is verified that #(e Be) is a result

of the substrate guided TM modes, while A(erB.e) is due to the TE

modes. A thorough analysis of # and A indicates that o deter-

mines the position of nulls, principal as well as secondary maxima of

the pattern for e - v/2. On the other hand the factor A affects

the sidelobe maxima only and in general it smooths out the pattern.

In summary, the following results can be stated for the dependence

of the radiation pattern on Cr and B.

8



A. Fixed Substrate Thickness.

For fixed substrate thickness B and varying relative dielectric

constant c r we find:

1. I I*()2() n) ~), integer n (19)
I r

the radiation pattern consists of one lobe only.

2. If7~) (f) 1 6 r < 1 + (7)2 ( V) , integer n (20)

there may exist more than one beam. Specifically if

2 v-- f 2 47T BLR (21)
r 0 o

and

2/U 2 r2/:T -. ++N+a (22)

where [i 11 indicates integer value of, N is an integer and a an arbitrary

real positive number then

I) If N u 0 (a > 0), there exists a single lobe only.

ii) If N > 0, a > 0, there exist 2N + 1 lobes with one of the

maxima always at e - 0.

iii) If N > 0, a - 0, there exist 2N lobes, with a null at 0 0.

B. Fixed Substrate Permittivity.

In this case the following conclusions can be drawn:

I. if ((.I ) 1 (23)

r r

with n an integerthere is always one lobe at most.

9
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2. B (24)

r

n an integer there may exist more thar, one lobes.

Again relations (21) and (22) hold. The pattern nulls as determined

by tcre) occur at

n sin [ar - (0%2] 1(25)

n an integer.

The dependence of the 1-plane normalized radiation power pattern

on Cr and B is now investigated. We consider again the PTFE

substrate with er a 2.35. For the optimum radiation efficiency of

figure 8 the substrate thickness is B - .2Ao. In this case equation

(22) is satisfied for N - 0 and a - 0.613 i.e. the radiation pattern

consists of a single lobe as shown in figure 10. In light of equations

(21) and (22) it can be verified that for 6 - 0.-2 O, 0.975xo and 1.OSXO

the r-plane normalized power pattern will have respectively one, two and

three lobes as shown in figures 11 - 13.

If the substrate thickness B is fixed, e.g. at B - 0.1016xo then

the E-plane normalized power pattern is shown in figures 14 - 16 for

Cr - 2,10,35 respectively. With increasing er we observe that the PCD

directivity is decreased because more energy is radiated close to the

o - v/2 direction along the length of the antenna as the number of modes

guided in ths substrate Increases. It is further observed In figure 17,

that when er - 25 and for 8 - 0.1016X, there exist three lobes and

according to equation (25) the nulls are at e - ± 62.1110. This last

case is of special interest since for the given Cr and B values there

20



exist three guided modes in the substrate. The zero of f1(u,B) pertaining

to the dominant TH mode can be shown to occur near the branch point ko.

This explains the nature of the pattern near e - w/2, i.e. a strong

surface wave mode is launched along the ends of the dipole and it pro-

pagates as a cylindrical wave on the substrate interface (141.

Conclusions.

It has been demonstrated in this paper that it is possible to make

a precise trade-off analysis for the design of optimum printed circuit

dipole elements. This has been achieved by determining the dependence

of the antenna element properties on substrate thickness and relative

dielectric constant. For a substrate chosen with Cr = 2.35, an optimum

design for a center fed dipole has been determined to require a substrate

thickness of 0.2x . This yields an optimum radiation efficiency n a 4,

i.e. the power radiated in free space is four times that which is coupled

in guided modes in the substrate. This design also gives an optimum band-

width of 18% and an input resonant resistance of 90 ohms for a resonant

length of Lr 0 O.369345xo.
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Figure 10

E-Plane Normalized Power Pattern
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Figure I1I

E-Plane Normalized Power Pattern
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Figure 12

E-Plane Normalized Power pattern
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Figure 13
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Figure 14

E-Plane Normalized Power Pattern
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Figure 15
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